
Measure your Current ring

1. Select a ring that properly fits the intended finger.
2. Place the ring over the circles . Matching the inside edge of the ring to the circle nearest in size. 
    This measurement refers to the inside diameter of the ring.
3. If the ring falls between two sizes, order the larger size.

HOW TO FIND YOUR RING SIZE



1. Print this paper. NOTE: In the Print dialog box make sure Page Scaling
    is set to “None” and uncheck the “Fit to Page” option.

2. Cut out the ring sizer and make a slit along the dotted line.

3. Insert the pointed side through the slit to make a loop.

4. Adjust the loop on your finger until it sits comfortably. 
    Make sure the loop moves over the knuckle.

5. Now read the number on the loop; this number is your ring size. 5. Now read the number on the loop; this number is your ring size. 
    We recommend adding one half size
    for rings that are 8mm or wider. 

Cut out the ring sizer
and make a slit along 
the dotted line

Use our Ring Sizer



INTERNATIONAL RING SIZE CHART



Your ring should fit your finger comfortably; snug enough so that it will not fall off, but 
loose enough to slide over your knuckle.

Finger size changes depending on the time of day and the weather. For best results 
measure your finger size at the end of the day and when your fingers are warm.
(fingers are smaller in the early morning and when cold).

Measure finger size 3 to 4 times to eliminate an erroneous reading.
  

Ask your significant other̀s friends or mother if they know her finger size.

Borrow one of your significant other̀s rings (from the correct finger) and use the ring
measurements above to determine its size.
 

The most commonly purchased women’s ring size range from size 6 to 7.
The most commonly purchased meǹs ring size range from 9 to 10.
 

Tips for Measuring Ring Size

Popular Ring sizes

Tips for Buying the Ring as a Surprise


